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Abstract The Juno mission is providing stunning new information about Jupiter and its environment. A
new magnetic field model (JRM09) with much improved accuracy near the planet provides the basis for a
better understanding of Io‐related decametric radio emissions (DAM) and implications for auroral
processes. Here, we selected Io‐related DAM events observed by the Juno Waves instrument to shed light
into the beaming angle, the resonant electron energy, and radio source location by forward modeling. We
use the JRM09 model to better constrain the location and observability of DAM and characterize the
loss cone‐driven electron cyclotron maser instability. We obtained good agreement between synthetic and
observed arcs with calculated beaming angles ranging from 33° to 85° and resonant electron energies up to
23 times higher than previously proposed. In addition, through a quantitative analysis, we provide an
explanation regarding the higher likelihood of observing groups of arcs of Io DAM originating in the
northern hemisphere relative to those originating in the southern hemisphere. This is primarily a
consequence of the asymmetry of the magnetic field geometry, observer location, and pitch angles of the
electrons at the equator.

Plain Language Summary The interaction between Jupiter's magnetic field and Io has been
observed from Earth via radio waves detection since 1955. The radio waves are generated by energetic
electrons traveling along Jupiter's magnetic field and are observed when the instrument, Io, and the Jovian
magnetic field are under particular geometric configurations. The radio waves may appear in groups,
and it has been observed that those originating in the northern hemisphere are more abundant than their
southern hemisphere counterparts. However, no explanation for this observation was proposed until now.
Thanks to Juno, the geometry of the magnetic field has been better constrained as waves and magnetic
field data have been continuously collected within the Jovian environment since July 2016. In this study, we
estimate where the radio waves generate and the energy of the electrons that generate these waves,
which is up to 23 times higher than previously proposed. We ultimately demonstrate that the geometry of
Jupiter's magnetic field is a primary controller for the higher observation likelihood of radio wave groups
originating in the northern hemisphere relative to those originating in the southern hemisphere.

1. Introduction

Io‐related decametric radio emissions (DAM) are the radio frequency expression of a complex
electrodynamic interaction between Jupiter and its moon Io. Neutral particles lost by Io are rapidly
ionized creating the plasma torus around Jupiter at Io's orbit (Thomas et al., 2004). The new plasma is
then dragged by Jupiter's magnetic field toward corotation, and electrons are accelerated along magnetic
field lines toward the planet causing aurorae and DAM emissions. These radio emissions range from 1 to
~40 MHz and have been observed from Earth since 1955 (Burke & Franklin, 1955) and from spacecraft
during flybys (Genova & Aubier, 1985). Since DAM is emitted in a narrow conical beam oriented by
the magnetic field, the probability of detection depends on the geometrical configuration among the
observer, Io, and Jupiter. The Central Meridian Longitude (CML), defined in the Jovian System III
coordinate system, describes the position of the observer. The Io Phase, ФIo, represents the angle between
Io and the observer's antemeridian (Figure 1).
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Based on the identification of events in the Io phase‐CML plane, Io‐related DAM emissions are typically
divided in four groups: A, B, C, and D (Carr et al., 1983; Marques et al., 2017). Sources A and B originate
in the northern hemisphere while C and D originate in the southern hemisphere. Sources B and D are
known as vertex early events and present an open parenthesis arc shape in the time‐frequency plane.
They are observed when Io phase is near 90°. Sources A and C, known as vertex late events, are characterized
as closed parentheses and are observed near ~240° Io phase.

Io‐related DAM is thought to result from the cyclotron maser instability (CMI) (Treumann, 2006; Wu &
Lee, 1979), in which unstable electron distributions convert into wave energy. Hence, the electrons are
accelerated along or near the Io flux tube (IFT), the magnetic field lines connecting Io with Jupiter. DAM
emissions originate above Jupiter's atmosphere at the local gyrofrequency along the magnetic field line
carrying the active radio sources known as the active flux tube (AFT). The lead angle is defined as the angle
between the IFT and the AFT in the orbital plane. The least well‐known parameters relating to Io‐related
DAM emissions are the lead angle, the energy of the resonant electrons, and its beaming angle—the angle
between the magnetic field vector at the radio source and the wave vector. This angle varies with the
frequency of the emission and is related to a loss cone distribution producing oblique emission (Hess
et al., 2008), recently confirmed by Kurth, Imai, et al. (2017) and Louarn et al. (2017). The beaming angle
is independent of the source region, but it is strongly dependent on the geometry of the magnetic field.
Many attempts to simulate Io‐related arcs have been performed in the past (Bagenal et al., 2017; Clarke
et al., 2004; Hess et al., 2008; Queinnec & Zarka, 1998; Zarka, 1998) considering the magnetic field models

Figure 1. North plan view of the Jupiter‐Io‐Juno geometrical configuration. ФIo denotes Io phase. λIII is the longitude of
the observer (Juno) or Central Meridian Longitude (CML) in the System III coordinate system. δ represents the lead
angle. ϴ is the cone half‐angle. IFT = Io flux tube; AFT = active flux tube.
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available at the time, such as the VIP4 (Connerney et al., 1998), GSFC O4 (Acuña & Ness, 1976a, 1976b),
GSFC O6 (Connerney, 1992), and VIPAL (Hess et al., 2011), constructed using magnetic field data acquired
by the flybys of Voyager 1 and Pioneer 11. The VIP4 model also incorporated additional constraints on the
field geometry from observations of the position of the IFT footprint; the VIPAL model added other
constraints based on models of DAM radiation. These spherical harmonic models resolved the magnetic
field geometry up to a maximum of degree ≤5. However, early results from Juno's magnetic mapping
mission provided a much more accurate magnetic field model, the JRM09 (Connerney et al., 2018), which
characterizes the magnetic field up to spherical harmonic degree 10. A recent study using ExPRES tool
(Exoplanetary and Planetary Radio Emission Simulator) has implemented the JRM09 magnetic field model
to reproduce the arcs in the time‐frequency plane (Louis et al., 2019).

The better understanding of the magnetic field geometry provided by Juno together with continuous mea-
surements of radio emissions by the Waves instrument (Kurth, Hospodarsky, et al., 2017) provides an excel-
lent opportunity to constrain the radio sources and parameters involved in the Io‐related DAM emissions
and their observability. Here, we study Io‐related DAM events from each source location (A, B, C, and D)
identified by the JunoWaves Investigation since May 2016. We estimate the energy of the resonant electrons
responsible for the wave‐particle interactions, the beaming cone half‐angles, and compare our results with
previous studies. We also quantitatively explain why groups of arcs originating in the northern hemisphere
are more frequently observed than those originating in the south.

2. Data and Methods

Juno spacecraft has been in polar orbit about Jupiter since July 2016, recording observations with its nine
onboard instruments (Bolton et al., 2017) including the magnetometer (Connerney, Adriani, et al., 2017;
Connerney, Benn, et al., 2017) and the radio and plasma waves (Waves) instrument (Kurth, Hospodarsky,
et al., 2017). The Waves instrument measures Jupiter radio emissions at frequencies up to 41 MHz, begin-
ning with the first detection of Jovian DAM made during Juno's interplanetary cruise in May 2016. Waves
data are recorded by three onboard receivers that record electric fields from 50 Hz to 41 MHz. The receivers
work on five different frequency bands; we use only the higher‐frequency band with 38 linearly spaced chan-
nels (3.5–40.5 MHz) and with a noise bandwidth of 666 kHz. The temporal resolution of the instrument is
selectable at 1, 10, or 30 s, depending on the operational mode, and we make use of all three options in
our study. However, the continuously acquired signal at a frequency of ~20 MHz observed in the
time‐frequency spectrogram is heavily attenuated due to on‐board interference associated with one of
Juno's crystal oscillators (Figure 2).

2.1. Observations and Modeling
2.1.1. Observations
We analyzed the Waves radio data in the time‐frequency plane to detect well‐defined discrete Io‐related
DAM events by visual survey. Accordingly, we selected four examples, one from each radio source location
(Figure 2), to determine the lead angle (or the location of AFT in Io's orbit), the energy of the resonant elec-
trons responsible for the radiation, and the beaming cone half‐angle of the emissions.

The spectral data for these events are presented in time‐frequency diagrams (Figure 2). The selected vertex
early events were observed on 3 and 17 October 2017. The Io phase and Jovian CML at the time of observa-
tion clearly identify these emissions as originating from the B and D source regions, respectively. The B
source emission is characterized by a group of four clearly defined discrete events (Figure 2a) with frequen-
cies that extend up to 32 MHz and are observed over 45 min. The D source emission (Figure 2b) is composed
of a single discrete arc lasting for about 90 min and reaching a peak frequency of 16 MHz.

Based on the relative positions of Juno, Jupiter, and Io, the vertex late emissions observed on 15 July and 12
March 2018 correspond to A and C radio source regions, respectively. The A radio source emission
(Figure 2c) is composed of a group of three well‐defined discrete arcs observed for ~40 min and comprising
peak frequencies between 28 and 37 MHz. A single discrete arc characterizes the C emission (Figure 2d),
reaching 20 MHz as a peak frequency and lasting about 40 min.

In this study, the events corresponding to radio sources originating in the northern hemisphere (A and B)
reach much higher frequencies than those originating in the southern hemisphere (C and D).
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Additionally, the southern hemisphere emissions are characterized by a single discrete and very curved arc
in a time‐frequency spectrogram while the northern ones are composed by several discrete events.
2.1.2. Modeling
In the context of CMI theory, the relativistic framework for the resonant condition and an unstable electron
velocity distribution (e.g., loss cone and ring shell) are related to the beaming angle. If we assume the theo-
retical treatment of a relationship between the cone half angle and the loss cone electron distribution pro-
posed by Hess et al. (2008) (Equation 1), we can estimate the energy of the resonant electron once the
beaming angle is determined from analysis of the geometry of observation. The Io‐related DAM events
are computed via forward modeling using the following relation:

Figure 2. Decametric radio emissions observed by Juno and their forward models. Panels a and b correspond to vertex early emissions and c and d to vertex late
emissions. The observations shown in panels a and b originate in the northern hemisphere while the ones on panels c and d are from the southern hemisphere.
(a) Discrete arcs originating in the B region. (b) Arc originating in the D source region. (c) Discrete arcs from the A region. (d) Arc from the C region. Ee
denotes the estimated energy for the resonant electrons responsible for the emissions. AFT = active flux tube; IFT = Io flux tube at Io's orbit; IFTJ = projection of
the IFT at Jupiter's surface; δ = lead angle. ϴ (f) is the beaming cone half‐angle, which depends on the frequency of the emission. The insets included in the panels
illustrate the location of the radio sources responsible for the observed arcs and the footprint of the magnetic field line that carries the radio sources on the
planet's surface. The magnetic field magnitude predicted by the JRM09 magnetic field model (Connerney et al., 2018) is displayed on the surface of the planet. The
black circular line represents the Io footprint predicted by JRM09 on Jupiter's surface. LonIII is the Central Meridian Longitude or longitude of Juno referred to as
the System III coordinate system, λIII in Figure 1.
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where f is the observed frequency assumed to be the local gyrofrequency at the radio source, fmax is the
maximum gyrofrequency reached at the foot of the AFT (or Jupiter's surface, 1 bar level), c is the speed
of light, N is the refraction index, and ve is the velocity of the resonant electron, linked to its energy
by Ee ¼ mev2e=2 with me as the electron mass.

Forward modeling of the discrete arcs observed in the spectrograms is carried out considering the geometri-
cal configuration of the fixed thin hollow cone at the radio source and the loss cone‐driven CMI theory
described above as follows:

a The radio sources are located along the AFT, the magnetic field line that links Io's orbit (R = 5.9 RJ,
Jupiter radii) with Jupiter.

b The radio wave is assumed to propagate in a straight line from the source to the Juno spacecraft.
c The refraction index of the radio source environment is assumed to be 1 (Ray & Hess, 2008).
d The location of the radio sources (Jovian longitude, latitude, and radial distance) and the cone half angle

are estimated using the magnetic vector field computed using the JRM09 magnetic field model
(Connerney et al., 2018) including the Jovian current sheet contribution (Connerney et al., 1981).

e The spatial position of the observer is set at Juno's location.
f The hollow cone of 1° wall thickness (Kaiser et al., 2000; Panchenko & Rucker, 2016) is fixed at the loca-
tion of the radio source.

g When the geometry between the radio source and the observer is determined, the velocity of the resonant
electron is calculated making use of Equation 1 through a least squares fitting.

h The resonant electron velocity obtained in (g) is then used to compute the forward modeling of the cone
half angle for each observed frequencies of the discrete arc with the help of Equation 1. Results were
deemed satisfactory when the beaming cone half‐angle determined by the geometrical constraint (config-
uration of Juno and the radio source) and the one obtained by forward modeling were comparable, repro-
ducing the observed spectral arcs.

3. Results: Beaming Cone Half‐Angle and Resonant Electron Energy

We found the best fit to the observations as well as the AFT, lead angle, resonant electron energy, and the
beaming cone half‐angle. The southern hemisphere emissions (C and D) were observed when the spacecraft
was at large radial distances (105–110 RJ) and southern latitudes. A and B events were observed at closer
radial distances and north of the equator.

The B radio source events (Figure 2a) originate at AFTs between 190° to 211° System III longitudes (at
Io's orbit distance), corresponding to lead angles of 3–6°. The energy of the resonant electrons responsible
for these emissions is between 1.6 and 4.4 keV, and the estimated beaming angles range from 77° to 85°.
The peak frequencies of the arcs are located in the respective AFT at radial distances between 1.05 and
1.09 RJ.

The next modeled vertex early radio emission corresponds to a D source (Figure 2b). The lead angle and the
resonant electron energy are much higher in this case reaching 40° and 50 keV, respectively. The AFT
responsible for this particular emission is at 66°. The modeling yields beaming angles from 33° to 60°. The
closest radio source to Jupiter's atmosphere of this Io‐related DAM emission is located at 1.07 RJ.

The best fit for the arcs corresponding to the A radio source events (Figure 2c) is found for AFTs between
189° and 196°. The resonant electron energies are also higher than those of the B events, ranging between
10 and 14 keV, while the lead angle (1°) and the cone half angle (65–77°) are smaller. The highest frequen-
cies originated within sources located between 1.04 and 1.07 RJ.

The discrete arc from the C source region (Figure 2d) is best modeled with energies for the resonant electrons
of 11 keV at the AFT of 295°, which corresponds to a lead angle of 5°. The beaming angle is between 67° and
76°. The peak frequency originated within a source at 1.04 RJ.
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The synthetic arcs fit the observations very well for the B and C arcs, with an error≤1°. The A emissions and
the low frequencies of the D arc are fit slightly less well, with errors ≤2° and ≤3°, respectively. In this case,
the errors are quantified using the difference between the beaming angle obtained by Equation 1 and that
obtained by examination of the geometrical configuration among the radio source, the magnetic field line,
and the spacecraft.

4. Discussion

The Io‐related DAM events carefully selected in this study show clear single discrete arcs or groups of arcs
originating from each DAM source region. The observation of the emissions is geometrically constrained
by the position of the spacecraft, Jupiter, and Io and modeled considering the loss cone‐driven CMI theory
with the help of a specific Jovian magnetic field geometry. The JRM09 magnetic field model (Connerney
et al., 2018) including the Jovian Current Sheet contribution (Connerney et al., 1981) has been used for line
tracing and geometry of the AFT, leading to new results involving the origin of DAM. In addition to the
dipolar asymmetry of the Jovian magnetic field, this model predicts much higher values at Jupiter's surface
than previous models and has a significant impact on the location of the sources, the beaming cone
half‐angle, and the energy of the resonant electrons responsible for the emissions.

The range of beaming cone half‐angle depends on the observation geometry, the resonant electron energy
distribution, the magnetic field geometry, the local frequency, and the maximum frequency at the foot of
the active magnetic field line, which, in turn, depends on the magnetic field model. If we compare the pos-
sible beaming angles derived after using the peak frequencies at the Io footprint predicted by the JRM09 and
the VIP4models (Figure 3), we see that no realistic solutions are yielded for resonant electron energies above
40 keV (ve = 0.4c) and for local frequencies higher than 36 MHz using VIP4. The solutions for both models
are closer for low frequencies and low electron energies, while they differ the most for local frequencies
above 20 MHz. For example, for observed frequencies of 35 MHz and 23 keV resonant electron energy, we
obtain a difference of more than 10° for the beaming angle depending on the selected magnetic field model.

Forward modeling of the arcs yields new insights about the parameters involved in the emissions and loca-
tion of the radio sources. The synthetic arcs delineate the observations very accurately (Figure 2) with errors
between <1° and rarely 3°. Higher beaming cone half‐angles are associated with the lower frequencies for
the same discrete DAM arc. The vertex late events (A and C) originate closer to the planet (1.04 RJ) than ver-
tex early events (~1.07 RJ). The energy of the resonant electron was higher for the D event (50 keV) and lower
for the B (1.6–4.4 keV), while for A and C was similar (10–15 keV). Highest beaming angles (77–85°) were
determined for the B radio sources (Figure 2a), while the widest range corresponds to the D source
(33–60°). Beaming angles for the vertex late emissions were comparable (65–77°).

The AFTs for the DAM events originating in the northern hemisphere correspond to magnetic field lines
located at longitudes between 189° and 211° in Io's orbit and projected to 177–189° System III longitude onto
Jupiter's northern atmosphere (Figure 2). The AFT carrying the sources responsible for the C and D events
are 295° and 66°, respectively, which are projected to 311° and 63° System III longitude on the southern
atmosphere of Jupiter. The footprint of the AFTs responsible for the northern hemisphere emissions inter-
sects with the region with the highest magnetic field on the surface of the planet, between 18 and 20 G
(Connerney et al., 2018). The footprint for the AFTs of the southern events also agrees with the highest mag-
netic field areas in the Jovian's southern hemisphere (~14 G).

We acknowledge that the values obtained for the AFT and the energy of the resonant electron may not be
unique. Substantial agreement with other studies is obtained regarding the AFTs carrying the radio sources
in the northern hemisphere of Jupiter. Imai et al. (2017) described two non‐Io‐related discrete arcs observed
by Juno and estimated the AFTs at 173° and 176° in System III. Also, Imai et al. (2008, 2011) localized radio
sources in longitude ranges of 180° ± 10° on Jupiter after modeling non‐Io‐A and B DAM sources observed
by the Jupiter flyby of Cassini. The lead angles estimated by Hess et al. (2008) and Queinnec and
Zarka (1998), like our results, range between few degrees and 40°. The location of these AFTs on Jupiter's
surface (Figure 2, insets) and the ones that we propose for the selected A and B events fall into the same high
magnetic field area of the surface of Jupiter in the northern hemisphere (Connerney et al., 2018).
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Our estimates for the energy of the resonant electrons responsible for the DAM emissions show generally
higher values for the southern hemisphere than for the northern hemisphere. This is in agreement with
the higher field‐aligned currents identified in the southern hemisphere (Kotsiaros et al., 2019) and with
the pattern found in previous studies (Hess et al., 2008; Louis et al., 2017). However, they differ significantly
in its absolute values. We obtained up to 50 keV for the resonant electron energy for the D event while other
authors estimate 3 keV (Hess et al., 2008; Louis et al., 2017) or 8 keV (Louis et al., 2019). A similar situation is
found for the northern hemisphere where we estimate electron energies of up to 15 keV whereas an energy
of 0.64 keV was proposed in the past (e.g., Hess et al., 2008; Louis et al., 2017). These differences are likely
due to three main reasons: (1) the magnetic field model selected for the forward modeling, (2) the modeling
procedure, and (3) the simple sine function used to fix the lead angle (Hess et al., 2011). This simple sine esti-
mate is possibly a poor approximation that does not consider the recent predictions for the main Alfven wing
using JRM09 and recent plasma models (Hinton et al., 2019).

The lack of agreement between the values of the beaming cone half‐angle for the Io‐related DAM relative to
previous studies is due to the estimated velocity distributions of the resonant electrons and the use of a more
accurate magnetic field model. In any case, we produce better fits between our models and the observations
than other recent studies (Louis et al., 2017) wherein the authors obtained models that yield arcs around
1–2 hr removed from the observation times as well as MHz of difference in frequency.

In situ particle observations made by Juno's JADE (Jovian Auroral Distributions Experiment; McComas
et al., 2017) during Io footprint tail crossings during Perijoves (closest approaches to Jupiter) 5, 6, and 7
(Szalay et al., 2018) detected downward electrons energy fluxes of ~70 mW/m2 near the Io footprint and
~10 mW/m2 farther in the tail. The electron energies measured in situ are compatible with our estimates
for the resonant electrons in our models. The Juno JADE and JEDI (Jupiter Energetic particle Detector
Instrument; Mauk et al., 2017) observations for main aurora oval crossings have detected an important

Figure 3. Relationship between the cone half angle and observed frequency assuming a loss cone instability
(Equation 1), and the JRM09 and the VIP4 magnetic field models. The maximum possible frequency in Equation 1 is
taken from the highest gyrofrequency predicted at the Io footprint by each model, which is located in the northern
hemisphere of Jupiter. The curves are representing the beaming angle solutions considering energies for the resonant
electrons of 0.64 (ve = 0.05c), 2.5 (ve = 0.1c), 10.2 (ve = 0.2c), 23 (ve = 0.3c), and 40.8 keV (ve = 0.4c). The use of the VIP4
fails to yield realistic solutions for electron energies above 40 keV (ve ~ 0.4c) and for local frequencies higher than
36 MHz.
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downward electron density for fluxes between 0.1 to 54 mW/m2 and energy range of 10–50 keV (Ebert
et al., 2019), also consistent with our estimates.

We can consider that our forward modeling of the arcs fit the measured discrete arcs and other observations
nicely. However, especially for the low frequencies, improvement may be made considering (a) an electron
velocity distribution instead a unique value for the entire arc, for which future observations of the JADE and
JEDI instruments during close Io footprint crossing will be crucial; (b) near source refraction close to the
generation location of the radio sources (Galopeau & Boudjada, 2016); (c) multiple AFT responsible for
the emissions belonging to a single arc (Wilkinson, 1989); and (d) refraction index different than 1 for wave
propagation. An extended Juno mission with orbits penetrating to lower altitudes at northern midlatitudes
may be expected to provide further insight into the generation of DAM radiation as well as the physics that
drives DAM emissions.

4.1. Observation of Discrete Arcs Versus Group of Arcs

Groups of arcs of Io‐DAM originating in the northern hemisphere (e.g., Figures 2a and 2c) are much more
commonly observed than those originating in the southern hemisphere, from which single discrete arcs are
more often observed (e.g., Figures 2b and 2d). Here, we provide several explanations for this fact relating the
magnetic field geometry and intensity, Alfvén wave and particle propagation from Io to Jupiter, and obser-
vation geometry.

Figures 4a and 4b illustrate the relationship between pitch angle and Io longitude, assuming that the elec-
trons traveling along the AFTs follow motions described by the first adiabatic invariant, sin2α0 = B0/Bmax,
where α0 and B0 are the pitch angle and the magnetic field strength at the Jovicentric equator and Bmax is
the magnetic field strength at the mirror point of the charged particle (Gurnett & Bhattacharjee, 2005).
For the purpose of this figure and in the case of Io‐DAM, the mirror points are on the Io footprint, and
the pitch angles are computed at the equator using JRM09. Note that particles entering the Jovian magnetic
field at Io's orbit with pitch angles less than ~2.9–2.4° and mirroring in the northern hemisphere (e.g., caus-
ing the selected A and B arcs in this study and represented by gray dots in Figure 4a) will precipitate in the
southern hemisphere. Io‐DAM arcs are believed to originate close to the planet by mirrored particles travel-
ing away from Jupiter, although if loss cone conditions exist for downward electrons, DAM could also occur
(Louarn et al., 2018). As in almost two thirds of the Jovian longitudes the geometry and strength of the mag-
netic field in the northern hemisphere allows for lower values of pitch angles (Figure 4a), a great number of
mirrored particles in the northern hemisphere precipitate in the southern hemisphere preventing Io‐DAM
from originating in the south at these longitudes. This will always be the case for Io longitudes of
70–295°. The higher precipitation of particles in the southern hemisphere is also supported by the more
intense aurora observed by the Hubble Space telescope (Bonfond et al., 2013) and the Ultraviolet Imaging
Spectrometer aboard Juno (Hue et al., 2019). Then, based on Figure 4a and from the longitude point of view,
the percentage of mirrored events for the northern hemisphere is higher than for the southern hemisphere,
providing a plausible explanation for why more groups of arcs originate in the north relative to the south.

Since the geometry between observer, Jupiter, Io, and the location of the radio source in the AFT dictates
observability of DAM, we calculated and compared beaming cone half‐angles considering two scenarios:
(1) as a function of the local gyrofrequency and based on the relation proposed by Hess et al. (2008), also used
tomodel the DAMs in our study (Figure 4c) and, (2) derived assuming a fixed geometry between the observer
and Io and letting Jupiter rotate to explore the influence of the geometry of the magnetic field lines on the
observability probability (Figure 5). We perform both scenarios for all Jovian longitudes and for the north
and south hemispheres, assuming a vertex late configuration.

For Scenario 1 we calculate the beaming cone half‐angle at radio sources using Equation 1, a resonant elec-
tron energy of 10 keV (in agreement with our results for vertex late arcs), and different values for the local
gyrofrequencies (Figure 4c). The beaming cone half‐angle distribution shows that quasi‐constant values
are obtained in the northern hemisphere for AFTs centered in ~180°. This behavior is not observed for
the southern hemisphere. The magnetic field model predicts that this “plateau” of beaming cone
half‐angle values in the northern hemisphere can be found for a large portion of AFTs (or Jovian longitudes),
for example, between 120° and 250° for local gyrofrequencies of 20 MHz. But this situation is rarely the case
for the southern hemisphere. In this case, this means that for an observer adequately located at ~75.5° of
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beaming cone half‐angle for the emission of a specific radio source, the observer would be able to measure
the specific frequency of 20 MHz for about 130° of Jovian rotation. This value is in reality higher since the
wall thickness of the cone of emission is 1° and the observer is able to measure arcs if these are located
within the wall.

For Scenario 2 we considered a fixed geometry between the observer and Io in a vertex late configuration
with a rotating Jupiter to evaluate the influence of the geometry of the Jovian magnetic field in the observa-
bility of DAM. As DAM have been detected from Earth since 1955, we selected Earth as an observer located
at 5 AU. A local gyrofrequency of 20 MHz was selected to locate the radio sources in each AFT (or Jovian
longitudes) to compute the geometrical beaming cone half‐angle. The geometrical scenarios considered
for both hemispheres also include the changes in Earth's latitude with respect to Jupiter (±3°) and different
Io phases (240° and 270°) within a vertex late configuration (Figure 5). For DAM originating in the northern
hemisphere, higher beaming cone half‐angles are yielded when Earth is located at −3° of latitude, while for
events originating in the southern hemisphere, higher values are found for Earth located at 3° of latitude.
Our purpose with this scenario is to highlight that the northern hemisphere generally shows less variable
beaming cone half‐angles from one AFT (or Jovian longitude) to the next than the southern hemisphere.
Notice that the long‐term ground‐based Io‐DAM observations provide high occurrences, where λIII ranges
from 200° to 20° via 360° at 205–260° Io phases (e.g., Carr et al., 1983). Using the equation of Io
longitude = λIII + (180° − ФIo) (see Figure 1), this range is between 120° and 355° Io longitudes.
Consequently, the asymmetry of the geometry of the Jovian magnetic field influences the observation itself
since the same frequency (20 MHz) originating in the northern hemisphere can be measured for a larger
number of AFT (or Jovian longitudes) while Jupiter rotates than for the southern hemisphere.

Figure 4. Magnetic field and pitch angles. (a) Equatorial pitch angles at Io's orbit and considering mirror points at the Io footprint. Dots represent the calculated
pitch angles for the modeled arcs (gray for A and B and blue for C and D) for which the peak frequencies have been taken as the mirror point. (b) The magnetic
field magnitude at the Io footprint. (c) Beaming cone half‐angle as a function of the local gyrofrequency. Note the constant values found for the northern
hemisphere and centered in ~180°. See text for details.
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Scenarios 1 and 2 together with the pitch angle distribution provide quantitative explanations for the obser-
vation of higher number of groups of arcs originating in the north than in the south as a consequence of the
asymmetry in the geometry of the Jovian magnetic field.

Regarding the traveling times of the Alfvén waves from Io to Jupiter, Hinton et al. (2019) predicted shorter
times (2.5 min) for the north than the south (~11 min) at longitudes of ~190° of System III. This region of
magnetic field lines is in agreement with the AFTs determined for the modeled A and B arcs in this study.
Faster traveling times will lead to faster activation of neighboring AFTs carrying DAM sources that can be
viewed by the observer, which is, for a specific period of time, in the right geometry within the 1° wall thick-
ness of the hollow cone of emission. In addition, considering reflection of the same Alfvén wave within the
Io plasma torus, Gurnett and Goertz (1981) estimated that the longitudinal separation between successive
reflections was 5.8° and the temporal separation was 20 min in average. These numbers are within the range
of the modeled arcs in the northern hemisphere here. The separation of the Alfvén wave reflections is also
larger in the southern hemisphere than in the northern when assuming Io located at 180° of west longitude
(Hinton et al., 2019). The equally spaced peaks in the Hþ

3 on Jupiter's atmosphere observed by Juno (Mura
et al., 2018) and from Earth (Connerney & Satoh, 2000) (~5°) also point to the multiple reflections of Alfvén
waves within the torus and are indicator of the Io interaction and Jupiter's magnetosphere. If the Alfvén
waves are responsible for accelerating the electrons that produce the DAM, a single Alfvén wave (and its
reflections) that propagates out of the torus toward the planet can explain why the probability of observing
groups of arcs that originate in the north is higher than for the south due to time travel and geometry of the
observer with respect to the AFTs.

Summarizing, the combination of (a) pitch angles at the equator, (b) location of the mirror points, (c) asym-
metry in the geometry of the Jovian magnetic field, (d) multiple reflections and travel time of the Alfvén
waves coming from the Io‐plasma torus, and (e) the position of the observer in the adequate location
accounting for the beaming cone half‐angle of DAM originating in the AFTs and the corotation of the mag-
netic field provides the explanation regarding the more common observation of groups of arcs originating in
the northern hemisphere than in the southern. In this aspect, an extended Juno mission will allow us to
investigate this phenomenon as additional observational geometries will be explored.

Figure 5. Beaming cone half‐angle values for a radio source of 20 MHz and a fixed geometry between Earth (at 5 AU)
and Io in vertex late configuration, with a rotating Jupiter to investigate the influence of the asymmetrical geometry of
the magnetic field into the observability of DAM. Earth's latitude varies between −3 and 3°. The northern
hemisphere generally shows less variable beaming cone half‐angles from one AFT (or Jovian longitude) to the next than
the southern hemisphere. Note that the beaming cone half‐angles shown in this graph for the southern hemisphere refer
to the acute angle between the radio wave and the magnetic field vector. See text for details.
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5. Conclusions

In this study we selected main Io‐DAM events, one from each source location, and made use of the most
recent Jovian magnetic field model to model the observed discrete arcs. The forward modeling yielded
very good fits to the observations and constrained the parameters, such as the resonant electron energy
and the beaming cone half‐angle, providing new insights into Jovian auroral radio emissions. The
beaming angle is larger for the B events than the others and the AFTs projected on the surface of
Jupiter coincide with the high magnetic field region in the northern hemisphere. Remarkably, the
estimated resonant electron energies are much higher (up to 50 keV) than inferred from previous studies
(up to 3 keV) for this kind of DAM emission, but compatible with in situ observations made by JADE and
JEDI on the Juno spacecraft. Also, we quantitatively provided the explanation why a larger number of
groups of arcs originating in the northern hemisphere are observed with respect to the ones originating
in the southern hemisphere. The asymmetry of the magnetic field geometry and strength are the main
responsible for this phenomenon.

Data Availability Statements

Waves data used in this study can be found at the NASA Planetary Data System (PDS, https://pds.nasa.gov)
under the data set id: JNO‐E_J_SS‐WAV‐3‐CDR‐SRVFULL‐V1.0. The specific Waves data displayed in
Figure 2 are archived in Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3884307). The JRM09magnetic fieldmodel
can be found in the supporting information of Connerney et al. (2018) (https://doi.org/10.1002/
2018GL077312). The VIP4 magnetic field model can be found in Table 1 of Connerney et al. (1998)
(https://doi.org/10.1029/97JA03726). Beaming cone half‐angle outputs resulting from the forward modeling
described in this study are located in the following link of Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3884307).
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